DIRECTIONS
Using your Research Questions, you will find (3) articles from differing types of sources online (for example, reporting, expert in field, opinion) and learn the discourse of the topic. In other words, what is the current conversation surrounding the topic? What do they talk about and HOW do they talk about it? You will bring your three articles to class to dissect and then you will formalize your research into writing.

After you create your starting research question, you will look for your first article. After you have read the article, your research question should change/develop. Then you will search for your second article with your second research question. Repeat this process with your third article. In the end you will have four research questions before you begin scholarly research.

YOU WILL INVESTIGATE:
- Rhetoric used
- Important buzzwords/jargon
- Research provided
- Solutions/suggested ideas being offered

FORMAT
You will use the provided template to synthesize your findings. You will not simply list your buzzwords, found rhetoric, and offered solutions, but explain the effects these elements have on the audience and what you learned of the discourse. You must cite your three sources using in-text citations.

Template for assignment (on class website)

Violent Video Games Discourse
by Demi Lovato

Research Question: Are children who play video games more likely to be violent?

Researched Discourse:
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